hi I'm NASA Kennedy's story McClendon
and I'm taking you inside KSC the Orion
crew module that traveled beyond
low-earth orbit on exploration flight
test-1 in 2014 made a different kind of
trip this week secured on custom-made
ground support equipment Orion was moved
from the Neil Armstrong operations and
check-out building to nearby kennedy
space center visitor complex the crew
module will become part of the NASA now
exhibit inside the IMAX theater at the
Visitor Complex on track to launch next
week is orbital ATK's CRS seven
commercial resupply services mission to
the International Space Station
scheduled to launch atop a United Launch
Alliance Atlas 5 rocket from space
launch complex 41 at Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station in Florida Cygnus will
deliver 7,600 pounds of supplies
equipment and scientific research
materials to the space station and
remember spaceport magazine digs deeper
inside KSC